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ABSTRACT 
  
Surface plasmon resonance refers to the collective oscillation of conductance band 
electrons in a metal. The most common experimental method to excite surface plasmon 
resonance is with light through a coupling mode (prism, grating, waveguide, etc). The work 
presented in this thesis uses experimental observations of surface plasmon resonance, 
bolstered with theoretical, analytical and computational solutions, in order to explain and 
show applications of the phenomena observed. 
 Chapter 1 introduces surface plasmon resonance by explicating historical interest in 
the phenomena. Theoretical and experimental results opened the door for surface plasmon 
resonance to be used as a refractive index sensor (allowing for diagnostics and kinetics 
studies). Surface plasmon resonance is also associated with a highly localized electric field, 
which can be used to enhance many spectroscopic techniques like infrared absorption, 
fluorescence, Raman spectroscopy, and surface chemistry reactions. This chapter will close 
by looking into the specific information on studies that will be found in subsequent chapters. 
 Chapter 2 reveals information behind a study conducted to increase the localization of 
light in a surface plasmon resonance system through matching the surface plasmon resonance 
wave vectors across a thin metal film. As discussed in depth, this matching occurs by shifting 
the front side optical properties to match the back side (across the metal film), through the 
use of a high refractive index layer. Finally, this system is probed with refractive index 
sensing of the new (matched- high refractive index film present) sensor, and native 
(unmatched- no high refractive index film) sensor.  
vii 
 
 
 Chapter 3 introduces a study laying ground work in future experiments in our lab 
pertaining to enhancing photoluminescence with surface plasmon resonance. Preliminary 
data shows enhanced fluorescence of rhodamine B in poly(methyl methacrylate) thin films 
due to the films’ proximity to metal gratings. Implications of the preliminary findings are 
explicated and a full study is proposed. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE 
 
1.1 Surface Plasmon Resonance Interests and Application Fields 
The first recorded observation of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) was discovered 
over 100 years ago, when Wood noticed polarized light shone on metallic gratings produced 
extraordinary light and dark bands.1,2 Lord Rayleigh introduced the first theoretical treatment 
of these anomalies through his work in 1907,3 and subsequent theoretical and experimental 
work emerged slowly throughout the century.4 By the 1960s, experiments had been 
performed analyzing the energy loss of electrons in thin metal foils.5,6 Pines and Bohm 
suggested that the energy losses in metal foils are due to excitation of conduction band 
electrons, creating plasma oscillations or plasmons.7–9 It was later discovered that plasmon 
generation and associated energy loss is due to the extension of the electric field beyond the 
boundary of the specimen.6 This meant that any presence of a film, or contaminant on the 
plasmonic specimen surface would alter the plasmon. This phenomena was classified as an 
evanescent wave at the surface of the metal.10 
Original applicability of SPR was demonstrated in the late 1960s with prism-based 
coupling for refractive index (RI) sensing.11–13 Early applications in this area were pioneered 
by Nylander and Liedberg.14 Prism based SPR results in a single resonance (absorption) peak 
at an angle larger than that for total internal reflection (TIR). This peak can be tracked in 
either angle or wavelength interrogation, allowing for its use for characterizing thin films15,16 
and biological and chemical sensing.17,18 While the resonance peak may be sharp, the angle 
where the peak occurs is usually large and is restricted by the RI of the prism. Returning to 
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the original motivation and discovery of SPR, periodic gratings have gained prominence as 
an SPR sensing platform since the 1970s.19–21 These periodic gratings offer more tunability in 
terms of angle of impingement and regime of SPR excitation. They also provide multiple 
orders of diffracted light coupling to SPR, as well as out coupling of light, in which SPR is 
allowed to couple to radiative mode for additional information extraction. 
A distinction should be made here between localized SPR (LSPR) and propagating 
SPR. This far, propagating SPR modes have been discussed. However, LSPR exists on 
nanoparticles (NPs) such as nanometer scale spheres and rods dispersed in solution.22–24 The 
electron clouds of these particles oscillate around the mass center of the particle with 
traversing EM waves. LSPR will not be the focus of this report. Further discussions will 
assume propagating SPR when referring to SPs and SPR in general. 
The advantages and disadvantages for SPR and its different excitation modes are 
numerous and typically depend on the sensing application.25 SPR offers such robust sensing 
capabilities due to a sensitivity to the local optical properties that exist within the evanescent 
wave. This RI sensitivity allows for high throughput label free sensing/diagnostics26–31 and 
thin film deposition tracking.32–40 Additionally, because SPR peak shift can be tracked versus 
time, kinetics and binding affinity can be elucidated.19,41,42 The first commercial SPR 
instrument for binding affinity was sold in 1990 under the name of BIACORE.43–45 
BIACORE is still sold today as a subsidiary of General Electrics.  
Additionally, the enhanced electric field associated with the resonance mode can be 
matched to atomic or molecular resonance Spectroscopic techniques enhanced by SPR 
include Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS),34,46–50 Surface Enhanced Infrared 
Absorption (SEIRA),36,47,51,52 and SPR enhanced fluorescent signaling.53–61 SPR also plays an 
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integral role in near-field imaging techniques.62,63 Experiments show SPR can also monitor 
and/or drive surface catalyzed reactions.34,46 SPR can also facilitate solar energy 
conversion.64–68 A table highlighting the types of application fields for SPR is shown in 
Figure 1.1. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Application fields for surface plasmon resonance. 
 
A major limitation of SPR is due to the loss of light, or absorption of light, in metals. 
Not only is some light lost due to absorption, it also increases resonance peak width.69 
Additionally, roughness effects,70–72 oxidation/corrosion,6,73 and cost of noble metals create 
difficulty in implementing long lasting, low cost, reproducible SPR sensors. Another 
limitation of SPR is that spatial resolution can be poor due to the propagation length of the 
surface plasmon along the metal dielectric interface.42,74 
This report focuses mainly on grating based excitation, due to the advantageous 
tunability and multiple diffractive orders that can excite SPs.75 Gratings also reemit light, 
from SP modes coupling to propagating light, allowing for extraction of information on how 
light interacts with the sensor.76,77 Also, nanostructures offer a wide breadth of applications 
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through the diversity of structures which can excite surface plasmons (arrays of holes,78,79 
pyramids,80 pillars,81,82 and various grating structures72). 
Consider the case of a one dimensional (1D) gratings (periodicity in one direction). 
The plasmonic response will vary greatly between perfectly sinusoidal, broad bumps, spikes 
or box gratings.72 Additionally, variations in the amplitude (height of structures) and pitch 
(distance between periodic structures) greatly affect the enhancement.75 Additionally, 
structures must be optimized to the wavelength of light to be used and the angle of incidence 
desired. 
Additional to type of periodic structure and specific geometry, the substrate 
composition and optical properties effects the surface plasmon quality, as does the type of 
nobel metal used (Ag, Au and Al).69,83 Additional to the optical properties of materials being 
a concern, physical limitations of certain materials exist, such as the corrosion of Ag,73,74,84 
the difficulty of adhesion of Au,26,79,85,86 and the oxide formation of Al.6 
Finally, while state of the art fabrication techniques allow researchers to modulate 
surfaces to probe plasmonic responses by fine tuning parameters, it is nearly impossible to 
probe the field of nanostructures possible (variations in shape/geometry, symmetry, 
amplitude, periodicity, etc). This has motivated the formulation of fast converging 
computational models to offer researchers with a deeper understanding of plasmonic 
responses.87–89 With computational models, orders of magnitude more experiments can be 
performed in the same time it would take to perform one experiment in lab, without the 
convolution due to physical experimental issues like surface roughness, oxidation, and 
corrosion. 
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1.2 Wave Vector Coupling from Light to Surface Bound Modes in SPR 
Surface plasmons (SPs) refer to oscillations of free electron density near a metal-
dielectric interface. This collective oscillation and propagation of surface bound modes is 
called surface plasmon resonance (SPR).5,11,13 SPR is excited by electromagnetic (EM) waves 
coupled to the surface bound mode through various coupling methods. When coupled, the 
resultant surface bound mode has electric field oscillations perpendicular to the metal-
dielectric interface (Ez), magnetic field oscillations in the plane of the metal-dielectric 
interface (Hy) and a propagation in the positive x-direction (Ex), as shown in Figure 1.2. This 
means that when using light to excite SPR, it must be p-polarized or transverse magnetic 
(TM), with the magnetic field oscillating in the plane of the interface.25,90 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Coordinate system and directions for plasmon-coupled EM modes. P-polarized 
light, shown as electric field oscillations in z-direction, normal to interface (also called 
transverse magnetic due to magnetic field oscillating in the interfacial plane), excites SPR, 
which also has a z-direction oscillation in electron density. S-polarized light, with electric 
field oscillations in the interfacial plane (transverse electric), does not excite surface 
plasmons. 
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Materials in this report will be referred to by their dielectric constant (𝜀𝑖), having real 
(𝜀𝑖
′) and imaginary (𝜀𝑖
′′) parts as described by Equation 1.1, 
 𝜀𝑖 = 𝜀𝑖
′ + 𝜀𝑖
′′𝑗 Equation 1.1 
as well as their complex refractive index (𝑁𝑖), as described by Equation 1.2, 
 𝑁𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖 + 𝑘𝑖𝑗 Equation 1.2 
where 𝑛𝑖 is the refractive index, 𝑘𝑖 is the absorption constant, 𝑗 is the imaginary unit, and 𝑖 is 
an index, typically referring either to 𝑚 for metal or 𝑑 for dielectric. Material properties 𝜀𝑖 
and 𝑁𝑖 are equated with 𝜀𝑖 = 𝑁𝑖
2. Both 𝜀𝑖 and 𝑁𝑖 are wavelength dependent, with well 
studied dispersive properties.91 
Coupling a propagating EM wave to a surface bound mode is said to localize the EM 
wave to the surface.90 This process of confining light to the surface of a metal-dielectric 
interface has been shown to increase the EM field by orders of magnitudes, as compared to 
the excitation field of freely propagating light.90 This increased electromagnetic field and the 
sensitivity to refractive index (RI) within the field allows for the sensing utility discussed in 
the previous section. 
In order to excite surface bound EM waves with light, the momentum of incident 
photons must match the momentum of the SP. When this matching occurs, energy carried by 
the photon transfers to SPs, which oscillate near the metal/dielectric interface as SPR. The 
physics and mathematics describing this coupling are derived from Maxwell’s equations. 
While various treatments have been performed,25,90 an abbreviated derivation is provided 
here. 
Electromagnetic waves will be represented by vectors in the (x, y, z) space as shown 
in Figure 1.2 above. Also shown in that figure, only p-polarized (TM) light, light propagating 
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in the x-direction with electric field oscillations in the z-direction, and magnetic field 
oscillations in the y-direction, represented in vector form by ?⃗? = (𝐸𝑥, 0, 𝐸𝑧) in V/m and ?⃗? =
(0, 𝐻𝑦, 0) in A/m, can couple to SP modes. The resulting electromagnetic wave has the 
following form 
 𝐴1⃗⃗⃗⃗ = 𝐴10⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ exp⁡(𝑗(𝑘𝑥1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 𝑥 + 𝑘𝑧1⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡) in medium 1, z < 0 Equation 1.3a 
and 
 𝐴2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ = 𝐴20⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  exp⁡(𝑗(𝑘𝑥2⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 𝑥 − 𝑘𝑧2⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡) in medium 2, z > 0 Equation 1.3b 
where 𝐴𝑖⃗⃗  ⃗ stands for ?⃗?  or ?⃗?  in media i,⁡𝐴𝑖𝑜⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  is the magnitude of the field, 𝑘𝑥⃗⃗⃗⃗  is vector in the z-
direction in inverse meters, 𝜔 is angular frequency in inverse seconds, and 𝑗 is the imaginary 
unit. Both ?⃗?  and ?⃗?  fields must satisfy Maxwell’s Equations: 
 ∇ ∙ ?⃗? = 0 Equation 1.4 
 ∇ ∙ ?⃗? = 0 Equation 1.5 
 ∇ × ?⃗? +
1
𝑐
𝜕?⃗? 
𝜕𝑡
= 0 Equation 1.6 
 ∇ × ?⃗? −
𝜀
𝑐
𝜕?⃗? 
𝜕𝑡
= 0 Equation 1.7 
with 𝑐 being the speed of light in a vacuum and 𝜀 is the dielectric constant of the material. 
These equations assume isotropic material properties, no charge, and no current through the 
materials. 
 At an interface, the tangential components of ?⃗?  and ?⃗?  fields must be equal. Thus, 
 𝐸𝑥1 = 𝐸𝑥2  Equation 1.8 
and 
 𝐻𝑦1 = 𝐻𝑦2 Equation 1.9 
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From Equation 1.8, it follows immediately that 𝑘𝑥1 = 𝑘𝑥2 = 𝑘𝑥. This is saying that 
the momentum in the x-direction of the impinging light, must equal the momentum in the x-
direction of the SP. 
 When Equation 1.3 is solved for in Equation 1.7, the resulting equations are 
 𝑘𝑧1𝐻𝑦1 =
𝜔
𝑐
𝜀1𝐸𝑥1 Equation 1.10 
and 
 𝑘𝑧2𝐻𝑦2 = −
𝜔
𝑐
𝜀2𝐸𝑥2 Equation 1.11 
When solving equations 10 and 11, the only nontrivial solution is 
 
𝑘𝑧1
𝑘𝑧2
= −
𝜀1
𝜀2
 Equation 1.12 
Equation 1.12 highlights the requirement for 𝜀𝑑 and 𝜀𝑚, the dielectric functions of the two 
materials at the SPR interface, to be opposite in sign, as both 𝑘𝑧𝑖 components are positive. 
Most sensor applications are in media having positive 𝜀1values like air, gels or water (called 
𝜀𝑑 for dielectric), the adjacent material must have a negative 𝜀2 value (called 𝜀𝑚 for metal) in 
the wavelength regime SPs are being excited. In the visible and near-visible regime, noble 
metals like Ag, Au, and Al are the most popular materials for SP excitation, as they fit the 
criteria. Each noble metal has unique dielectric properties as well as physical limitations, 
discussed in earlier and subsequent sections. 
 Continuing solving Maxwell’s equations for the SP wave equations with appropriate 
boundary conditions, we get the following relationship for the wave vectors of in the SP in 
the dielectric 
 𝑘𝑥
2⁡+⁡𝑘𝑧𝑑
2 = (
𝜔
𝑐
)
2
𝜀𝑑 Equation 1.13 
or, rearranged we get 
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 ⁡𝑘𝑧𝑑 = √(
𝜔
𝑐
)
2
𝜀𝑑 − 𝑘𝑥
2
 Equation 1.14 
Substituting Equation 1.12 into 14 and using the known known frequency-wavelength 
relationship, 
𝜔
𝑐
=
2𝜋
𝜆
, we get the result of the Maxwell’s equations for SPR as a dispersion 
relationship represented by 
 𝑘𝑆𝑃 = 𝑘𝑥 =
2𝜋
𝜆
√
𝜀𝑑𝜀𝑚
𝜀𝑑+𝜀𝑚
 Equation 1.15 
which reveals several details about the SP wave vector. Since 𝜀𝑚 is a complex function (real 
and imaginary components as a function of wavelength or frequency), so is 𝑘𝑥, i.e. 𝑘𝑥 =
𝑘𝑥
′ + 𝑗 ∗ 𝑘𝑥′′. A nonzero imaginary part to the wave vector means there is a finite 
propagation length of the SP, defined by 𝑙 =
1
𝑘𝑥′′
.  
Next, in the spectral range of interest, because 𝜀𝑚 < 𝜀𝑑 and |𝜀𝑑| < |𝜀𝑚|, we get that 
 √
𝜀𝑑𝜀𝑚
𝜀𝑑+𝜀𝑚
> √𝜀𝑑 Equation 1.16 
Results from this are several fold. First, substituting Equation 1.16 into 1.14, we see that⁡𝑘𝑧𝑑, 
the wave vector of the SP in the dielectric, is purely imaginary. Substituting this into the 
wave vector equations, we see that this wave vector results in a bound, nonradiative mode 
that decays exponentially from a maximum value at the interface to zero as distance increases 
perpendicular to the interface. Incorporating this with the known wave vectors (propagating 
oscillatory wave along the surface with a propagation length of 𝑙), the surface plot shown in 
Figure 1.3 shows the field magnitude as a function along the x-axis and z-axis.90 
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Figure 1.3 Surface plot of the evanescent and oscillatory characteristics of the surface bound 
mode excited at the metal dielectric interface in the xy-plane. The surface bound mode 
propagates as a damped oscillatory wave in the x-direction, while decaying exponentially in 
the z-direction.90 
 
 
 
 
Another figure showing light impinging at an angle and coupling to surface bound 
modes is also shown in Figure 1.4. This figure also shows the damped oscillatory 
propagating mode in the x-direction and the evanescent wave in the z-direction. 
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Figure 1.4 Impinging light waves coupling to a surface bound mode (SPR). Key components 
include impinging light (𝐼𝑜), impingement angle (𝜃) with reference to normal, reflected light 
(𝐼𝑅), transmitted light (𝐼𝑇), wave vector in the x-direction (𝑘𝑥), wave vector in the z-direction 
(𝑘𝑧), electric field decay in the z-direction (𝐸𝑧) due to evanescent wave form, and electric 
field decay in the x-direction (𝐸𝑥) due to losses in the metal. The surface propagation is 
defined by the propagation length (𝑙) and penetration depth (
1
𝑒
𝐸𝑜), where 𝑒⁡is the base of the 
natural logarithm and 𝐸𝑜 is the electric field intensity at the interface. 
 
 The second outcome of Equation 1.16 is that the momentum of a light propagating in 
a dielectric medium 
 𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =
2𝜋
𝜆
√𝜀𝑑  Equation 1.17 
is always smaller than the momentum of the surface plasmon. Furthermore, the wave vector 
of a surface plasmon is in the plane of the metal dielectric interface, so only the component 
of the light impinging in this direction will couple to the surface bound mode. This requires 
the inclusion of a sin 𝜃 term, where 𝜃 is the angle of impingement with respect to normal 
(see light line equation inset in Figure 1.5). 
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Figure 1.5 Wave vector of SPR and light in dielectric media. Note that the wave vector of 
light is never equal to that of the SP, thus matching never occurs. Furthermore, only the light 
in the plane of the SP propagation (xy-plane, with 𝜃 = 90°) will couple to the SP mode. 
 
 
 The two prominent methods established to increase klight to equal kSP is prism 
coupling9,11 and grating based coupling.19,57 The wave vector of light for prism coupling is 
 𝑘𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑚 =
2𝜋
𝜆 √𝜀𝑝 sin 𝜃 Equation 1.18 
showing an increase in momentum due to an increased dielectric constant of the prism 𝜀𝑝. 
The wave vector for diffracted light is 
 𝑘𝑔𝑟 = 𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡,𝑙𝑙 + 𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
2𝜋
𝜆
√𝜀𝑑 sin 𝜃 + 𝑚
2𝜋
Λ
 Equation 1.19 
Where m is the diffractive order and⁡Λ is the periodicity of the grating. 
Figure 1.6 shows the wave vectors if light and SP, with additional information about 
the two different coupling methods. The light line (shown as the solid blue line in Figure 1.6) 
is the wave vector of light (with a wavelength 𝜆 and frequency⁡𝜔) propagating through a 
medium with a dielectric constant⁡𝜀𝑑. When using a prism, the slope of the light line 
decreases (shown as the long dashed blue line labeled 𝑘𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑚 in Figure 1.6) allowing a prism 
to increase the wave vector of light due to the increased dielectric constant 𝜀𝑝.  
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The remainder of the dashed blue lines in Figure 1.6 shows the increase in 
momentum from the grating diffraction term, where 𝑚 are the diffractive order (top right 
inset in Figured 1.6) and Λ is the periodicity of the grating. Highlighted in this figure is the 
coupling frequencies from multiple diffractive orders. 
 
Figure 1.6 Surface plasmon, freely propagating light, diffracted light and light in a prism 
wave vectors plotted against frequencies. Insets show equations governing matching 
conditions as well as technical aspects about the coupling of propagating light waves to 
surface bound modes. 
 
This completes the solving and analysis of the SP wave vector equations as coupled 
by freely propagating light. A summary is provided here, with a descriptive schematic in 
Figure 1.7. First, is a requirement for the impinging light to be polarized with the electric 
field oscillating perpendicular to the metal dielectric interface (p-polarized or TM). Next is 
an angle of impingement dependence, as only the component of light parallel to the metal-
dielectric interface will couple a surface bound mode. Finally, the known characteristics of 
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propagating SPR modes are described through the previously solved equations: damped 
oscillatory propagation in x-direction with evanescent characteristic in the z-direction. These 
concepts and principles will be used in the following sections to apply grating based coupling 
to certain plasmonic application fields. 
 
Figure 1.7 Summary of components of grating coupled-surface plasmon resonance (GC-
SPR): Impinging light, impingement angle (θ), periodicity (Λ), diffractive order (𝑚), 
dielectric constants (𝜀𝑖), and wavelength of excitation being a function of these variables. 
 
 
1.3 Wave Vector Matching through Refractive Index Matching 
The theory in the previous section considers single surface plasmon resonance modes. 
However, the existence of two surface plasmon (SP) modes when a metal film is thin (<50 
nm) and surrounded by symmetric dielectric conditions had been theoretically and 
experimentally shown by 1960s.92,93 These two modes are called symmetric and 
antisymmetric for their field distribution across the metal film.93–95 These two modes are also 
referred to as long range surface plasmon resonance (LRSPR) and short range surface 
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plasmon resonance (SRSPR), due their vastly different penetration depths (referring to the 
decay length of the evanescent wave). 
LRSPR is associated with a much larger penetration depth compared to normal 
SPR.93 Traditional SPR has a small penetration depth, leading to difficulty for use in 
detecting large molecules and pathogens. However, LRSPR has been shown to be highly 
applicable in these larger analyte studies.54,96 LRSPR has also been coupled with 
fluorescence57 and hydrogel binding matrixes54 to show increased sensitivity in small 
molecule studies. Long range surface plasmons have also been coupled to multiple resonance 
modes, leading to higher sensitivity, as shown in Figure 1.8.97 As seen in this figure, and is 
the case with the other studies mentioned in this paragraph, prism based coupling is often 
used for these studies. 
 
Figure 1.8 Example use of LRSPR to get higher sensitivity in analyte studies.97 
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 There are several modes through which index matching can occur. First is 
submerging the thin metal film between a substrate of similar refractive indexes. This is a 
limiting scenario for classic polymers, but with the advent of index matching polymers (e.g. 
Teflon AF43,98,99 and Cytop54,55,59,96,97,100,101), LRSPR has been demonstrated in aqueous 
solutions. 
The system developed for this report involves the deposition of a high refractive 
index film on the ambient side of a thin metal film deposited on a grating. In this way, the 
addition of the high refractive index layer will shift the front side resonance location to match 
the back side resonance location, as shown in Figure 1.9. This will be the focus of Chapter 2 
of this report.  
 
 
Figure 1.9 Shifting of the front side wave vector with deposition of front side high RI 
material 
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1.4 Fluorescence Enhancement 
Fluorescence refers to the visible or near visible radiation of photons from a molecule 
resulting from excitation by an initial photon.102,103 Primary research in the field of 
fluorescence involves imaging cells and tissues with microscopy104–106 and detection, 
quantification, and characterization of molecules.107,108 Among the diverse methods of 
advancing fluorescence studies, one way is to control the fluorescence decay lifetime is 
through the use of metals.103,109 Recent advancements in plasmonics, a field exploiting the 
coupling of incident photons to electrons in a thin metal film, allow the fluorescence 
radiative decay process to be tuned through what is called metal enhanced fluorescence 
(MEF).59,109–111 While the following focuses on MEF, it has been shown that the same 
principles apply to quantum dots (QDs).73,112,113 It is claimed that QDs outperform organic 
fluorophores when used in conjunction with SPR due to increased scattering of colloidal QDs 
and due to QD photo stability compared to organic fluorophores which undergo bleaching.73 
Metal enhanced fluorescence results through several modes.58,109,111,114–117 First, the 
enhanced electric fields characteristic of surface plasmons (SPs) increases excitation light 
absorbed by the fluorophore.109,111 This phenomenon will be referred to as surface plasmon 
enhanced absorption (SPEA). In general, metals enhance fluorescence by increasing radiative 
decay rates (Γ), resulting in a decreased decay lifetimes (τ) and increased quantum yields 
(Q).109,111 It can be seen that (Figure 1.10) the smaller the initial quantum yield, the larger the 
potential for increasing the fluorescence yield. This reduced lifetime can allow normally low 
fluorescing molecules like DNA nucleotides to radiate an appreciable amount of 
fluorescence,109 opening research space for varieties of new MEF characterization methods.  
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Figure 1.10 Change in quantum yield and lifetime with increase in radiative decay rate. 
Increases in decay rate can be achieved through the use of metal enhanced fluorescence. 
Subscript m denotes enhanced by metal.109 
 
Metals also alter the relationships between fluorophores and quenchers, allowing for 
stronger and altered fluorescence spectra in the presence of quenchers.109 Metal also allows 
for surface plasmon coupled emission (SPCE) which is directed, unlike the isotropic 
radiation from normal fluorophores.58,63,113,116,118–122 Enhanced emission due to SPCE is 
polarized because the radiative plasmon modes emitting the light are p-polarized.58,113,116,122 
Metal nanoparticles,123,124 prisms with metal films58,73 and nanostructured metal 
films53,112,113,122,125,126 are typically used for MEF. Nanostructured films (referred to here as 
gratings) offer multiple, tunable diffractive modes dependent on the grating periodicity and 
angle/wavelength combination of incident light.113 This tunability allows for gratings to 
utilize SPEA and SPCE individually or simultaneously depending on periodicity and 
impingement angle.75 This broadens the use for fluorescence experiments. 
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This begins the discussion of technical considerations when designing MEF 
experiments. First, metals quench fluorescence through radiative energy transfer when within 
a small radius (typically <20 nm).109,111 This means when fluorophores are too close to metal 
surfaces, the metal quenches the fluorescence, not allowing photon radiation. The goldilocks 
zone for MEF is typically between 20 to 200 nm from the metal surface. Fluorophores too far 
from the metal surface results in free space emission. The summary of this is shown below in 
Figure 1.11. 
 
Figure 1.11 Metallic quenching and dynamic range of evanescent wave from surface 
plasmon means there is an optimal range (typically between 20 and 200 nm) for metal 
enhanced fluorescence. 
 
 
 
Fluorophores can be immobilized near a metal surface in a variety of fashions. With 
appropriate surface chemistry and functionalization,26,127,128 fluorophores can be directly 
linked to the metal surface through a variety of surface linkers commercially available. Some 
fluorophores can be dissolved into polymer precursors and subsequently spin coated onto 
grating substrates.73,122 The optimum thickness depends on the specific fluorophore used and 
20 
 
grating geometry. Initial exploration of grating based MEF experiments spin-coated with a 
thin doped polymer will be the focus of Chapter 3 of this report. 
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CHAPTER 2 
HIGH REFRACTIVE INDEX SURFACE PLASMON WAVE VECTOR MATCHING 
ACROSS A THIN METAL FILM GRATING PROBED WITH REFRACTIVE INDEX 
SENSING 
 
2.1 Abstract 
Investigations in grating coupled surface plasmon resonance often use only single 
mode resonances. In this study, we demonstrate the coupling of distinct surface plasmon 
resonance modes on opposite sides of a metal-coated grating through deposition of a 
submicron, high refractive index ambient layer. This coupling occurs by matching the 
resonance wavelengths, a function of the optical properties, across the metal-dielectric 
interface. The high refractive index coating creates an effective matching of optical 
properties across the metal film, shifting the resonance condition of the ambient plasmon 
wave vector, allowing it to couple and enhance with the substrate side wave vector. In this 
work, gratings were coated with a semi-transparent layer (~50 nm) of silver, followed by a 
dielectric coating of tin oxide at various thicknesses. Over an order of magnitude increase in 
transmission enhancement is shown, from 5-fold transmission enhancement through a bare 
silver grating referenced with flat silver to 100-fold enhancement after deposition of a tin 
oxide layer of appropriate thickness (~300 nm). Using a combination of angle-dependent 
optical dispersion measurements (Supporting Information) and numerical modeling for films 
of various thickness, we are able to demonstrate the evolution of plasmon modes from an 
unmatched to matched condition, where they couple to provide extraordinary optical 
transmission enhancement. This optical transmission enhancement is then probed through 
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analytical experiments with liquids of various refractive indexes and computational studies. 
This system shows a change in sensing variable from wavelength tracking in bare silver to 
intensity tracking with the matched system.  
 
2.2 Introduction 
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a powerful and highly versatile optical 
phenomena utilized for various analytical measurements such as label free sensing of 
adsorption,99 measurement of binding affinities,19,41,42 and monitoring thin film 
deposition.32,35,38,39 These measurements exploit SPR’s sensitivity to changes in surface 
optical properties,25,90 namely deviations in near-field optical parameters such as refractive 
index. The enhanced surface electric field associated with SPR can also be used to enhance 
or amplify surface spectroscopies. Examples of this include Surface Enhanced Raman 
Spectroscopy (SERS),23,47,49,52 Surface Enhanced Infrared Absorption (SEIRA),23,36,47,51,52 
and SPR enhanced fluorescent spectroscopy.99,125,129,130 
 The suitability of SPR for specific applications is related to the localization and 
wavelength dependence of the electric field enhancement.42,74,131 Factors affecting this field 
enhancement include the plasmon coupling method (e.g., prism, grating, waveguide),25,131,132 
surface topology,42,75,76,133–135 layer composition and thickness,33,39,61,98,99,136 and incident 
light angle and wavelength.43,98,137 Both prism and grating coupled SPR sensors have high 
sensitivity for binding studies.132,138 However, both have drawbacks. Spectral location and 
angle of the SPR peak is limited by the prism refractive index (RI).137 While generally less 
sensitive for RI sensing, nanostructured surfaces, such as gratings, offer tunability through 
manipulation of the angle of incidence and length scale of the surface periodicity.39,75 They 
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also provide increased information density by plasmon excitation through multiple diffractive 
orders.38,39,70,87,139–142  
Factors affecting the plasmonic response of nanostructured surfaces include the 
amplitude, shape and periodicity of the surface profile.75,76,143 Degrees of grating symmetry 
also affect plasmonic responses, as 2D gratings excite surface plasmons (SPs) differently and 
can increase sensitivity.42,79,122,144 With such a breadth of variables available for 
manipulation, plasmonic systems can be tuned and optimized for a variety of needs, whether 
the device is acting as a biosensor19,41,54,99,101,145,146 or used to couple to molecular processes 
such as fluorescence emission56,99,111,130 or vibrational modes.36,37,40,47,49,52  
Studies done on prisms with thin metal films and metallic gratings typically exploit a 
single plasmon mode, typically performed in reflection configuration15,36,39. This single 
resonance is simple and clean, and with no light transmission, one knows how reflected and 
absorbed light is related. However, thin layers of metal (0-100 nm) on a diffraction grating 
are capable of exciting two plasmon modes, on either side of the metal film, allowing for 
larger optical responses, greater field localization and use of both plasmon modes for 
different spectroscopic needs.43 
If the optical properties across the thin metal film are unmatched, as in the example of 
substrate and ambient condition of different optical properties, two SP modes will occur 
according to the wave vector matching equation (Equation 15 from Chapter 1). In this 
unmatched system, the two relevant interfaces are substrate/silver and the silver/ambient 
interfaces. It has been shown previously that in this unmatched configuration there are two 
distinct plasmon modes occurring on either side of the silver film.39,140 
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Despite its utility, single resonance modes can be fundamentally altered and enhanced 
with the involvement on subsequent resonance modes. For example, if one wants to use SPR 
to enhance a spectroscopic process, then larger electric field localization due to a larger SPR 
would be preferred.101,111,145 This can be accomplished by coupling of front and back side 
resonant conditions across a metal film by matching the optical properties across the silver 
film, providing long range and short range surface plasmon resonance (LRSPR and SRSPR, 
respectively).43,147  
 A demonstrated method for matching wave vectors is to create symmetry by 
sandwiching a thin metal film between dielectric layers of matching refractive index.84,98 For 
example, for aqueous applications, an index-matching layer possessing a refractive index 
similar to water (e.g., Cytop, Teflon AF)96,98,99,101 can be coated under the metal film to 
create optical symmetry with the opposing water interface. This technique has been used to 
create matching conditions in both prism and grating based applications and has resulted in 
substantially improved detection limits.96,98,99 Drawbacks to index-matching polymers 
include the high cost of materials and experimental limitations, including the system only 
functioning in aqueous environments (i.e. symmetry does not exist in air phase sensing).   
To address these drawbacks, while still providing the benefits of LRSPR, we have 
pursued a robust index matching method involving the coating of a high RI film onto the 
ambient side of a metal-coated grating. 
In this work, we describe a method for index matching in a grating-coupled SPR system 
that exploits a submicron layer of a high refractive index material composed of tin oxide 
(SnO2) coated on a silver-coated grating. Tin oxide films of various thicknesses are deposited 
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directly onto a silver-coated grating using reactive DC sputtering of a tin target in an oxygen 
atmosphere.  
 
2.3 Experimental Section 
2.3.1 Materials 
  Silver wire (99.995% purity) and tungsten wire baskets for evaporation were acquired 
from Ted Pella (Redding, CA). The tin sputtering target (99.99% purity) was purchased from 
AJA International (North Scituate, MA). The UV curable polymer (NOA 61, Norland, 
Cranbury, NJ) and polydimethylsiloxane silicone elastomer kit (SYLGARD 184, Dow 
Corning, Midland, MI) were used as received. Recordable digital versatile discs (MAM-A 
16X Silver DVD-R) were from MAM-A (Colorado Springs, Colorado). 
 
2.3.2 Grating Fabrication 
  Commercial DVD-Rs were split with a razor blade, cleaned, and replicated onto clean 
glass slides with a UV curable polymer, as described in previous publications.38,140 Gratings 
were subsequently coated via thermal evaporation with ~50 nm of silver, as monitored by a 
quartz crystal thickness monitor. Tin oxide was then deposited onto the silver through 
reactive DC sputtering (ATC 1800, AJA International) of a tin target in a partial oxygen 
environment. Typical conditions were 30 SCCM (standard cubic centimeters per minute) 
argon and 25 SCCM oxygen, yielding a chamber pressure of around 7 mTorr. The sputter 
power was set to 75 W, with typical voltage and current ranging between 345-360 V and 
206-220 mA, respectively. Tin oxide layers were deposited to produce films with thicknesses 
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ranging between 25-400 nm. The deposition stage rotated at 30 RPM to increase film 
uniformity. Figure 1 depicts the details of the grating and film layers. 
 
2.3.3 Ellipsometry 
  The various films were analyzed for thickness and optical quality with spectroscopic 
ellipsometry at wavelengths between 380 and 900 nm and at angles of incidence of 65°, 70° 
and 75° (Alpha-SE, J.A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE). Numerical modeling was used to 
obtain film thickness and refractive index values of the various films by fitting a multilayer 
reflectance model to the measured Delta and Psi ellipsometry parameters (see Supporting 
Information 2.7.2 for details). 
 
2.3.4 Optical Characterization 
  Transmission spectra were measured with a custom-built variable angle optical train 
as described previously.38,140 White light from a broadband halogen source (OSL1, Thorlabs 
Inc, New Jersey, USA) was collimated using a convex lens with a focal length of 150 mm 
(Newport Optics). The collimated beam passed through a Glan Thompson polarizer followed 
by a variable diameter aperture (typically held between 0.5 to 1 cm depending on amount of 
light required). The resulting beam impinged on the sample mounted to a motorized rotation 
stage. The transmitted light was collected with a 600 μm, bifurcated optical fiber that sent the 
light to two different spectrometers. The first measured spectral intensity at wavelengths 
between 350-1000 nm (HR400CG, Ocean Optics) while the second measured between 800-
2500 nm (NIRQuest512-2.5, Ocean Optics). Results from both spectrometers were combined 
to create a composite signal between 350 and 2500 nm. Normal incidence spectra were 
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collected with incident light perpendicular to the sample surface (θ = 0°). All spectra were 
referenced to light transmitted through a flat silver on glass film of the same thickness at 
normal impingement (θ = 0°). 
 
2.3.5 Refractive Index Sensing 
Various liquids were used to change the bulk refractive index to probe the sensitivity of the 
unmatched (bare silver) and matched (high RI on silver) plasmonic sensors. The three liquids 
used were 100% DIW, 50% DIW-50% glycerol, and 100% glycerol, with a bulk refractive 
index of 1.33, 1.4, and 1.475, respectively. A glass cover slip was used to decrease 
aberrations from the curvature of the liquid drop on. The normal incidence transmission setup 
was used to collect spectra using both spectrometers, as described in 2.3.4. 
 
2.3.6 Optical Modeling 
  Predictions of the optical transmission results were computed using a custom MatLab 
protocol that used the rigorously-couple wave analysis (RCWA) method to solve for the 
optical response of the grating geometry.87–89 This protocol computed transmission and 
reflection efficiencies using both transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) 
incident light as a function of wavelength and angle of incidence (see Supporting Information 
2.7.3 for more details).  
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2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Orientation to Results: Fabrication and Optical Experiments 
When solving the wave vector matching equation for wavelength of excitation, the 
following equation is found43,90: 
 𝜆 =
Λ
𝑚
(±𝑅𝑒√
𝜀𝑑𝜀𝑚
𝜀𝑑+𝜀𝑚
+ √𝜀𝑑 sin 𝜃) Equation 2.1 
This equation shows that the spectral location (wavelength 𝜆) of the matching condition for 
diffracted light is a function of the grating periodicity (Λ), diffractive order (𝑚), dielectric 
constant of metal (𝜀𝑚) and dielectric (𝜀𝑑), and angle of impingement (𝜃). Because 𝜀𝑑 is 
different on the front side (air/metal interface) versus the back side (substrate/metal 
interface), this equation shows why the film free sample has different spectral resonance 
matching conditions. It is also clear to see that by increasing the front side refractive index 
(and increasing 𝜀𝑑), one could tune the two plasmon resonance modes to occur at the same 
wavelength. 
 Transmission spectra indicate the spectral location and strength of plasmon 
resonance. They illustrate the impact of changes in bulk refractive index on the plasmon 
peaks that occur at both front (ambient/film) and back (substrate) sides of the grating. The 
main impacts noted will be location of resonance and resonance peak shape (attenuation vs. 
enhancement, size of enhancement, etc). 
 The high RI on silver sensor is called matched system because, as seen by the 
evanescent wave of the plasmon, the interfacial high RI film/air appears to match the 
substrate. This system has three relevant interfaces: substrate/silver, silver/high RI, and high 
RI/ambient environment. The sensing capability of the third interface of the matched sensor 
is probed with refractive index studies, alongside with an unmatched platform, to compare 
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and contrast the two systems. Figure 2 below shows the layers of both systems. As a note, all 
transmission spectra are referenced with flat spectra, giving a normalized or enhanced 
transmission factor. 
 
Figure 2.1 Layer geometry of bare silver grating (unmatched) and silver grating with high RI 
film (matched). Shown are impinging light (I), reflected light (R), transmitted light (T), metal 
thickness, high refractive index thickness, and diffractive orders. Tp,flat is used as the light 
reference for grating transmission spectra (Tp,gr) shown in the following figures. 
 
2.4.2 Normal (θ=0°), Unmatched Transmission Spectra Introduction 
For optical excitation at normal incidence (θ=0°), the first order diffractive peaks (m 
= ± 1) produce strong plasmon transmission peaks at both the front (*) and back (**) sides of 
the metal film, as shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Substituting the grating pitch value as 
measured for this DVD-R grating (~740 nm) and relative permittivity values for the 
dielectric (air or polymer substrate) and metal (silver) into the wave vector matching 
equation, two excitation wavelengths are found: ~755 nm for the front and ~1170 nm for the 
back side SP peaks. 
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Experimental transmission spectra (Figure 2.2A) indeed depict two plasmon features 
at wavelengths consistent to those predicted by Equation 2.1. An enhanced transmission peak 
is observed at ~760 nm (denoted *) corresponding to the front side plasmon. A dip or 
attenuation of the transmitted light is observed at longer wavelengths associated with the 
back side peak (denoted **) at ~1200 nm. 
 While equation 1 accurately predicts the wavelengths where these resonances appear, 
it offers little information about the nature of the surface electric field or the resulting 
spectral enhancement (or attenuation). The experimental results, including the magnitude and 
location of the peaks, can be predicted with rigorous optical modeling of the grating 
interface. Figure 2.2B depicts the computed optical transmission spectra for a model of the 
silver-coated grating using the RCWA model. The predicted response shows a strong 
similarity to the measured results, with only small differences in the magnitudes of the 
enhanced and attenuated peaks. 
 
Figure 2.2 Normal impingement visible transmission spectra through silver gratings, 
referenced with flat silver. Denoted by * and ** are front and back side resonances, 
respectively. The inset shows normal impingement angle. 
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2.4.3 Increasing High RI Thickness Transmission Spectra 
 The presence of two distinct plasmon features as noted in Figure 2.2 is an indication 
of an asymmetric interface with unmatched plasmon wave vectors on opposing sides of the 
silver film. In order to create the desired symmetry in this interface, increasingly thicker 
layers of a high refractive index (RI) tin oxide were coated onto the ambient/front side of the 
silver grating (geometry shown in Figure 2.1). Reactive DC sputtering of a tin target in the 
presence of oxygen was optimized to produce SnO2 film. This oxide stoichiometry produces 
a transparent film with high RI (n). In comparison, the UV curable substrate polymer is also 
transparent, but with an RI similar to that of optical quality glass (RI values are given in 
Supporting Information 2.7.2). 
Optical transmission measurements for several samples with increasing thickness of 
tin oxide are shown in Figure 2.3A. While all spectra shown here were collected at normal 
impingement (θ=0°), dispersion images (angle variable heat maps) were also collected and 
analyzed (see Supporting Information 2.7.1) At tin oxide thicknesses of 0, 66, and 145 nm, 
the front side plasmon peak appears at 738, 843 and 1025 nm, respectively. These samples 
show the expected increase in plasmon wavelength with increasing film thickness (Figure 
2.3B), while the back-side resonant location remains unchanged. For the 145 nm tin oxide 
film, evidence of resonant coupling between the front and back-side modes is beginning to 
appear as the back side mode transitions from attenuation to enhancement. At a thickness of 
244 nm, the front and back-side features are overlapping and a large enhancement peak 
appears, with a magnitude near 40. Full matching was found to occur with 300-320 nm high 
RI layer, yielding a transmission enhancement consistently between 80 and 100 times 
compared to flat silver with an equivalent amount of high RI layer. 
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Figure 2.3 Normal impingement visible transmission spectra through silver gratings with 
increasing tin oxide thickness values (A), referenced with flat silver. Highlighted in B is a 
comparison of the unamatched system and the matched system on axes of the same scale. 
 
 
The experimental results were confirmed computationally (Figure 2.4). The RCWA 
simulation was scanned across SnO2 thickness values between 0 and 400 nm, shown in 
Figure 2.4A. Front and back side peak locations were extracted from all viable SnO2 on Ag 
grating samples and plotted in Figure 2.4B. It is clear from the figure that the front side 
progression towards the back side resonance condition is similarly depicted by both 
experimental and computational methods. 
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Figure 2.4 Front side and back side peak tracking of normal impingement visible 
transmission plotted versus increasing tin oxide thickness. Computational results shown on 
the left and experimental results shown on the right. 
 
 
2.4.4 Increasing High RI Thickness Computational Analysis 
Figure 2.5 below shows computational results for transmission and reflection of TM 
polarized light through 50 nm of silver with and without tin oxide. Explain the figures more. 
Connection of these results to previous: explicating the shape of the spectra. 
The unmatched system shows decoupled modes where the front side peak allows for 
reflected light to come through as transmission (Figure 2.5A, I). The back side peak acts as a 
strong reflector (Figure 2.5A, II). When sufficient high refractive index is deposited (300 
nm), the front side overlaps with the back side, allowing for light previously reflected and 
absorbed to be transmitted through the front side resonance (Figure 2.5B, III). Since this 
front side resonance allows for resonant energy transfer from the back side plasmon mode to 
transmit, there is probably a large localized electric field associated with it. 
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Despite knowing physical locations of SPR in the grating layers and the transmission 
and reflection enhancements values (described in previous paragraph), explaining these 
shapes is somewhat speculative. It is proposed here that the front side resonance of the 
unmatched grating efficiently transmits reflected light at 740 nm but inefficiently transfers 
the light from the back side of the silver grating due to losses in the metal. At the back side 
resonance, it is uncertain why the reflection maintains at 1, but it is almost certain that the 
transmission diminishes due to the resonance mode localizing the electromagnetic wave at 
1200 nm on the back side, which is then absorbed in the metal. Upon matching the front and 
back side resonance modes, light efficiently transfers across the thin metal film between the 
two modes at 1200 nm, indicated by reflection diminishing to zero and transmission 
increasing over an order of magnitude. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Computational spectra of transmitted and reflected light of film free (unmatched) 
silver gratings and high RI film (matched) gratings. Denoted by * is the front side peak, 
where relative transmission increases beyond 1, while reflection diminishes. Denoted by ** 
is the back side resonance where the transmission diminishes to 0 but reflection maintains at 
1. Denoted by */** in B is the overlap of front and back side resonance modes, showing a 
dramatic increase in transmission beyond 1, and a decrease in reflection to 0. 
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2.4.5 Probing Matched and Unmatched System with RI Sensing 
To analyze the analytical capabilities of the matched versus unmatched systems, 
refractive index sensing was performed with mixtures of glycerol and water. Computational 
and experimental data were collected at refractive indexes of 1.33, 1.4 and 1.475 using a 1:0, 
1:1, and 0:1 ratio of DIW (n=1.33) and glycerol (n=1.475).  
First, presented in Figure 2.6A below are experimental results for RI studies for the 
unmatched system (silver on grating, no SnO2). As expected, with increasing front side RI, 
the front side resonance mode shifts from 741 nm in air, to 987 nm in DIW, 1045 nm in the 
1:1 mixture, and 1097 in glycerol. The calculated sensitivity for the unmatched system is 752 
nm/RI empirically and 824 nm/RI computationally. Because the water and glycerol RI are 
close to that of the substrate (n=1.5), the back side resonance modes show increasing 
intensity with increasing RI.  
Shown in Figure 2.6B are experimental results for the matched system (silver on 
grating with 310 nm SnO2). Observed in these spectra is a diminished wavelength shift 
sensitivity and increased intensity sensitivity with a change in front side RI. As front side RI 
is increased from 1.33 with DIW to 1.475 in glycerol, the intensity can be seen to decrease 
from 20% to 12%. The calculated sensitivity for this regime is -68 AU/RI empirically and -
35 AU/RI computationally. 
Figure 2.6C/D show the wavelength and transmission intensity for both matched and 
unmatched samples. It can be seen that the nature of the RI sensor changes from wavelength 
tracking for unmatched conditions to intensity tracking for matched conditions. 
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Figure 2.6 Refractive index sensing of matched and unmatched grating systems. Unmatched 
sensor (A) shows wavelength tracking of front side peak location with increase in RI. 
Matched sensor (B) shows change in intensity and slight change in wavelength 
 
 
2.5 Conclusion 
The unmatched system shows the expected response and sensitivity of classic GC-
SPR sensors, allowing the change in wavelength to be tracked for binding or bulk RI 
sensitivity. By altering the front side optical condition and resonance mode to match the back 
side, the two modes couple and enhance. Because the high refractive index layer extends 300 
nm into the largest portion of the evanescent wave, the front side RI increase as seen by the 
A) B) 
C) 
D) 
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evanescent wave will not substantially change the resonant wavelength with amount bound 
or bulk RI. The enhancement decrease that is observed is the matching condition becoming 
unmatched as the effective front side RI is increased past that of the back side. 
While it is important to realize that the unmatching due to a change in front side RI 
allows this system to be used as a unique way to analyze amount bound and changes in bulk 
RI, there is a deeper implication to these results. The shifts in spectral intensity of the 
coupled resonance modes as they are pushed off resonance indicate an altering of the local 
media within the evanescent wave. If this is the case, the drastic increase in transmission 
intensity from the unmatched to matched system would allow for possibility of coupling of 
spectroscopic transitions to these strong resonance modes.  
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2.7 Supporting Information 
2.7.1 Additional Results: Dispersion Images and Simulations 
Dispersion images are compilations of spectra collected at varied angles of 
impingement. Dispersion images in this study contain spectra at angles ranging between -60° 
and +60° with respect to normal incidence. These images were collected using the motorized 
rotation stage in conjunction with a homebuilt control program (LabView), as described 
previously38 and plotted as 3D heat images in Matlab. Select images of interest are shown in 
Figure 2.7. The dispersion images show various features, mostly consisting of lines that 
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represent dispersing (angle- and wavelength-dependent) plasmon modes associated with 
specific diffracted orders.  
 
Figure 2.7 Dispersion images showing relative transmission (Tp,gr/Tp,flat) as a function of 
wavelength and incident angle for (A) 0 nm, (B) 128 nm, and (C) 323 nm tin oxide films. 
The images have been contrast adjusted to best illustrate the various transmission features. 
Various features noted in figure are described in the text. 
 
 Figure 2.7A shows the dispersion image for the bare silver grating. The first order 
diffracted modes for the front side (*) of the grating appear as enhanced optical transmission, 
with lines of enhancement that vary with angle and cross at ~755 nm. The SP modes 
associated with first order diffraction from the back side (**) of the grating appear as dark 
lines (or attenuation) that cross at ~1200 nm. Plotting the data from a vertical line through 0° 
would produce the transmission spectra as shown in Figure 2.2 for the bare grating. 
 Figure 2.7B depicts a dispersion image for the grating after coating with a 128 nm tin 
oxide film. There is a shift in the front side features (*) to longer wavelengths, while the back 
side features (**) have not moved. The high intensity bands at angles and wavelengths 
around +/- 40° and 700 nm, respectively, are substantially enhanced and appear to be from 
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overlapping front and back side features that are index matched (denoted —). At longer 
wavelengths and smaller angles, the front (*) and back (**) side features do not yet appear 
matched at this layer thickness, although there is an apparent quenching of the front side 
peaks near 0°. Another feature that appears at lower wavelengths is a set of crossing lines 
centered at ~650 nm (denoted ~), which are attributed to weaker plasmon modes associated 
with second order diffraction from the front side of the grating. 
 The third dispersion image (Figure 2.7C), a silver grating replica with a 323 nm tin 
oxide film, shows a very large enhancement at normal incidence. This large peak at ~1200 
nm (denoted ⁂) demonstrates the desired index matching at normal incidence. Enhancements 
are also seen at longer wavelengths (> 1200 nm) and larger angles, where the peaks split into 
+/- 1 diffracted modes. At larger angles and lower wavelengths, there is continued evidence 
for matching of the front and back-side plasmon peaks (denoted —) as was observed in 
Figure 2.7B. However, the front side peaks have now passed the back-side and produce an 
increased span of enhancement with decreased peak intensity (as compared to Figure 2.7B). 
Nevertheless, the front and back side modes still appear coupled as indicated by continued 
transmission enhancement. At lower wavelengths, there is also evidence for the appearance 
of guided modes as very thin crossing lines (denoted by #), as is expected with this thick tin 
oxide layer now acting as a waveguide.  
 The experimental transmission results (Figure 2.3) and dispersion images (Figure 2.7) 
confirm that that wave vector matching can be achieved by coating with a tin oxide film. 
Where the matching occurs, and the optimum film thickness, both vary as a function of 
wavelength and angle due to the differences in refractive index of materials on the front and 
back of the grating. This behavior, and prediction of the optimum film thicknesses required 
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for index matching, can be deduced via optical modeling. In Figure 2.8, we show the grating 
profile used for optical modeling (Figure 2.8A) and predicted transmission at two different 
incident angles (Figure 2.8B and C) as a function of wavelength and increasing tin oxide 
thickness. Lines are drawn through the front side (*) and back side (**) peaks as a guide.  
       
 
Figure 2.8. (A) Schematic of grating surface profile used for computational models. 
Predicted transmission intensity as a function of wavelength and tin oxide thickness at 
incident angles of (B) 0° and (C) 40°. 
 
 At, 𝜃 = 0° (Figure 2.8B) the front side peak begins as a small enhancement at 738 
nm with no tin oxide layer. With increasing tin oxide thickness, the front side peak moves to 
longer wavelengths until it approaches the backside peak. As the peaks overlap, the 
transmission intensity increases and then reaches a maximum transmission intensity for a 
~300 nm tin oxide layer. Over this range of thicknesses, the back-side peak is mostly 
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unchanged, but merges with the front side peak as they begin to overlap. Similar results 
predicted for the response at an incident angle of 𝜃 = 40° indeed shows slightly different 
behavior (Figure 2.8B). In this result, we see the initial plasmon peak for the front side at 
~500 nm and the back-side at ~800 nm. The front side peak also moves towards longer 
wavelengths with increasing tin oxide film thickness, while the back-side does not move. In 
this case, the overlap appears at much thinner film thicknesses, as expected, with an optimum 
at only ~100 nm of tin oxide.  
 
2.7.2 Thin Film Analysis: Ellipsometry 
Spectroscopic ellipsometry measures the change in polarization of reflected light. 
This change is represented by a change in amplitude (phi) and phase (delta) of p- and s-
polarized light. These two parameters depend on the optical properties and thickness of the 
material. With ideal systems, ellipsometry data can be used to find the optical properties or 
thickness, if the other is known. However, physical parameters such as surface roughness, 
gradients in layers, and other material properties effect the spectra collected. Modeling of 
these physical parameters, optical properties and layer thickness enables one to solve for 
many unknowns with collected ellipsometry spectra. 
Modern ellipsometer units (like Alpha-SE from J. A. Woollam Co., used in this lab) 
often come equipped with powerful software (CompleteEASE in this case) that allow for 
such modeling. CompleteEASE was used in this experiment to obtain the thickness of the 
SnO2 layer deposited on a clean glass slide concurrently with the silver SPR slide (as 
described in the methods above). To begin, a two layer structure is chosen to represent our 
system, as shown in figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9 Refractive index profile as solved for by CompleteEASE software when 
considering a surface roughness layer and graded superstrate refractive index. 
 
The substrate was known, so its optical properties were held constant according to the 
values provided by the software. Tin oxide is a transparent glass and can be modeled as a 
Cauchy material with the dispersion relation given in equation S1 below, where A, B and C 
are constants that can be solved for. 
 
Having a homogenous layer for the tin oxide poorly fit the collected ellipsometry 
spectra. By allowing (1) the Cauchy material to vary linearly from bottom to top and (2) a 
50% void roughness layer to exist within the model, the error of the fit was minimized. This 
makes sense as the density and crystal structure may vary throughout the layer and it is 
expected that the layer will have surface roughness. The roughness layer is 50% void and 
optimized in thickness. Example optical constants varying from top to bottom are shown in 
Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10 Example refractive index profile showing glass RI at the far left, 5 steps for 
graded layer, and roughness layer at the far right. 
 
The varying is seen as a 5 step changes, as the software models this linear variance as 
several discrete slabs (the number is chosen by user). The average change from bottom to top 
was between -1% and -5%. 
  
Figure 2.11 Refractive index values for high RI film (SnO2) and substrate polymer (NOA61) 
as a function of wavelength in the visible and NIR regime. 
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2.7.3 RCWA Modeling 
The rigorously-coupled wave analysis method solves for optical responses of 
multilayer interfaces such as the one used in this study. The grating is broken into slabs 
vertically and a Fourier expansion is performed on the electric field within each slab. This 
system of equations is solved to obtain eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The boundary 
conditions of the slabs are then matched to obtain the overall grating diffraction efficiency.  
To make the problem tractable, a finite number of orders of the Fourier transform are 
retained. Accuracy can be obtained by plotting diffraction efficiency versus number of 
retained orders until convergence.  Authors Lalanne and Morris (1996) proposed a different 
formulation for the Eigen value problem cause convergence with fewer orders. This 
formulation was used in the RCWA protocol developed in MatLab in this lab. 
Parameters of the simulation and their typical values were maximum slab size (5 nm), 
starting wavelength (400 nm), final wavelength (1400 nm), wavelength step increment (5 
nm), wavelength dependent optical properties (see methods in paper), amplitude of grating 
(90 nm), thickness of silver (45 nm), thickness of SnO2 (0-400 nm) and grating shape (see 
results). 
The grating shape was based off a power sine representation of the DVD profile 
having a grating pitch of 740 nm and amplitude of 90 nm, as measured by atomic force 
microscopy for these samples. The silver layer was 45 nm thick and published wavelength 
dependent optical constants were used148. The tin oxide layer thickness was varied to match 
the measured values and Cauchy optical constants derived from ellipsometry were used for 
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the refractive index. The manufacturer supplied a Cauchy formula for their UV curable 
polymer and this was used as the refractive index of the substrate.  
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CHAPTER 3 
FLUORESCENCE ENHANCEMENT OF ABSORPTION AND EMISSION MODES 
OF RHODAMINE B IN POLY(METHYL METHACRYLATE) THROUGH 
SURFACE PLASMON COUPLED VIA SILVER GRATINGS 
 
3.1 Abstract 
This study explores the impact of grating coupled surface plasmon resonance 
enhancement of fluorescence. The fluorophore investigated was Rhodamine B dissolved in a 
thin layer of spin coated poly(methyl methacrylate). Investigation of surface plasmon 
coupled emission was performed by changing the exit polarization of light to the detector. 
Surface plasmon enhanced absorption was not performed in this study (an outline for future 
studies is provided). However, with the current results, there are serious implications of 
altering the fluorescence spectral emission shape – beyond purely enhancing the process – 
shown by intensifying fluorescence at some angles while possibly quenching fluorescence at 
other angles. 
 
3.2 Introduction 
Surface plasmon enhanced fluorescence, known as metal enhanced fluorescence 
(MEF) or radiative decay engineering by pioneers in the field, has several components 
through which a photoluminescence enhancement process occurs, as well as several 
complicating factors59,109,110. Key enhancement factors include decreased decay 
rate/increased quantum yield due to fluorophore-metal interactions, surface plasmon 
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enhanced absorption (SPEA) of light by the fluorophore, and surface plasmon coupled 
emission. 
Surface plasmons (SPs) have been known to enhance the light absorbed by a 
molecule through increased electric field seen by the fluorophore and increased decay rates 
due to metal influence109,111. For example, tpically low emitting molecules like RNA and 
DNA have been shown to become visibly photoluminescent with the aid of surface plasmons, 
lending towards the application of rapid gene sequencing109. 
Additionally, emitted light from fluorophores can couple with plasmonic resonance 
modes through the process known as surface plasmon coupled emission 
(SPCE)58,63,73,113,116,118,121,122. Several qualities of interest exist for SPCE, included angle 
dependence of emission, meaning that photolumisence of fluorescent species will be 
enhanced at specific angles for fluorophores emitting at different wavelengths,113,116,122 
allowing for increased sensitivity for multiple fluorophores. An additional characteristic 
aspect includes polarization of the SPCE emitted light.113,116,122 
Drawbacks of surface plasmon coupled emission include metal quenching of 
fluorophores within a certain distance (typically less than 20 nm) from the metal surface and 
loss of enhancement at further distances from the surface109,111. It is said that the emission 
from fluorophores outside of the evanescent field of the surface plasmon will be the same as 
a free space emitter109. For these reasons, the fluorophore must typically be, depending on 
penetration depth of the evanescent wave of the SP at a particular wavelength, between 20 
and 500 nm of the metal surface. 
In order to disperse fluorophores within the appropriate range from the metal surface, 
spin coating of fluorophore doped polymers are employed.73,122 Examples of common 
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polymers include PMMA, PDMS, and PVA. Common fluorophores used include the 
rhodamine family (RhB, Rh-G6, etc)53,123. Alternatives to fluorophores include quantum dots 
such as Alq3
84,113 or colloidal quantum dots.73 
SPCE has been shown previously on grating based systems84,113,121,122 and through 
reverse Kretschmann (RK) configurations58,116,130. These systems have established the merits 
of SPCE independent of SPEA. On the grating based systems, this was done by using a low 
wavelength excitation fluorophore such that surface coupling cannot occur at the excitation 
laser/absorption wavelength113. With the RK studies, SPCE was shown independent of SPEA 
by exciting a fluorophore on the ambient/air side of the metal film, and measuring the angle 
dependent emission on the prism side of the system73,116. 
The study shown here proposes to analyze both SPEA and SPCE by using a variable 
angle impingement and variable angle collection system with a polarizer and analyzer to 
polarize the excitation light source and detected light, respectively. Variable angle arms 
would allow for the determination of optimal angle for SPEA and SPCE and enhancement of 
fluorescence by SPEA and SPCE are confirmed and independently studied through the use of 
a polarizer and analyzer. However, due to limitations in time and laboratory equipment, a 
truncated study was performed and preliminary results are given. 
 
3.3 Experimental Section 
3.3.1 Materials 
Silver wire (99.995% purity) and tungsten wire baskets for evaporation were acquired 
from Ted Pella (Redding, CA). The tin sputtering target (99.99% purity) was purchased from 
AJA International (North Scituate, MA). The UV curable polymer (NOA 61, Norland, 
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Cranbury, NJ) and polydimethylsiloxane silicone elastomer kit (SYLGARD 184, Dow 
Corning, Midland, MI) were used as received. Dow S1813 photoresist was purchased from 
Rohm and Haas Company (Philadelphia, PA) through Dow Chemicals (Midland, MI). 
Prefabricated low periodicity (556 nm and 417 nm) gratings were obtained from Lightsmyth 
(Eugene, OR). Toluene and glass microscope slides were obtained from Fisher (Waltham, 
MA). Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, 120,000 MW) and Rhodamine B (RhB, >95% 
HPLC) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louse, MO). Dionized water with electrical 
resistivity exceeding 18 MΩ*cm was used for cleaning and rinsing samples (NANOPure, 
Barnstead, Bubuque, IA). 
 
3.3.2 Grating Fabrication.  
Grating fabrication with laser interference lithography (LIL) followed a procedure as 
previously described36 and will be briefly discussed here. A Lloyd’s Mirror system was setup 
to imprint precise periodicity gratings through angle tuning. Rectangular gratings purchased 
from LightSmyth and LIL gratings were replicated onto clean glass slides with a UV curable 
polymer, as described in previous publications.140,149 Gratings were subsequently coated via 
thermal evaporation with ~50 nm of silver, as monitored by a quartz crystal thickness 
monitor and confirmed through transmission studies. 
 
3.3.3 PMMA/RhB Spin Preparation and Coating 
A solution of 4% poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was made in toluene by 
dissolving  under heat and stir-bar agitation overnight. A separate solution of 0.01 mg/mL 
solution of Rhodamine B (RhB) in ethanol had been previously prepared and diluted 1:10 
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with the PMMA solution (2 mL RhB solution added to 20 mL of PMMA solution). The 
solution was spin coated onto prepared gratings on glass slides at 4000 RPM for 45 seconds. 
Solvent was evaporated from the slides by placement on a hot plate for 10 minutes at 75oC. 
 
3.3.4 Optical Characterization 
White light from a broadband halogen source (OSL1, Thorlabs Inc, New Jersey, 
USA) was used to analyze the spectral pass band of the Z532RDC dichroic beamsplitter 
(Chroma, Bellows Falls, Vermont, USA) and to obtain the absorption and emission curves 
for RhB. Fluorescence spectra were measured with a custom-built variable angle optical 
setup.140,149 An Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet; Nd:Y3Al5O12) 
laser (532 nm, 500 mW, Kaiser Optical, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA) was used as the 
excitation source for the thin film fluorescence studies as it is outside the range of the band 
pass filter. A Glan-Thompson polarizer was used after the sample stage to analyze SPCE. 
The fluorescence light was collected with a 600 μm, bifurcated optical fiber that sent the light 
to two different spectrometers. An HR400CG spectrometer (Ocean Optics) was used to 
measure the spectral intensity at wavelengths between 350-1000 nm. Dispersion images were 
collected at angles ranging between -60° and +60° with respect to normal incidence using the 
motorized rotation stage in conjunction with a homebuilt control program (LabView), as 
described previously.38 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Orientation to Results: Samples Analyzed and Spectral Results 
Fluorescence of Rhodamine B (RhB) was spectrally interrogated through several 
platforms. First, a 10-5 mg/mL solution in ethanol was analyzed with white light. Then, a 4% 
(w/v) solutions of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) in toluene was prepared for spin 
coating thin layers of RhB rich polymer on our glass slide sensors. The weight percentage of 
the pre-spin coated solution was 0.01 mg/mL and the film thickness was roughly 120 nm. 
Fluorescence for these samples was excited with a 532 nm Nd:YAG laser and a 550-730 nm 
band pass filter. Two gratings were used for the spectra collected in this study: a homemade 
laser interference lithography (LIL) grating with a periodicity of 520 nm and a LightSmyth 
(LS) grating with a periodicity of 417 nm. 
Results presented here contain in lab collection of absorbance and fluorescence of 
RhB in solution (Figure 3.1). Spectral bandpass of the dichroic mirror at two orthogonal post-
polarization angles is presented in Figure 3.2. Spectra of the LIL and LS samples are 
separated into dispersion image analysis and fluorescence spectra collection. Dispersion 
images were obtained for both silver coated gratings with no film, PMMA spin-coated, and 
PMMA with RhB spin-coated. Finally, fluorescence spectra for the PMMA with RhB spin-
coated samples are presented at select angles. 
 
3.4.2 RhB in Ethanol Spectra and Band Pass Filter Analysis 
Figure 3.1 shows absorption and emission curves for RhB in ethanol (A). White light 
shone into cuvettes with solutions were used to obtain both, with absorption collecting 
transmitted light using blank ethanol as a reference and emission collected using a 90o 
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collection angle arrangement with white light impingement. For all laser studies, the 
bandpass filter discussed in the methods section was used.  
 
Figure 3.1 Absorption and emission curves for 10-5 mg/mL RhB in ethanol. A white light 
source was used for both meaurements. Absorbance was referenced with an ethanol solution 
and emission was collected via a 90o collection angle. 
 
 
The band pass range for white light through the dichroic mirror (550-730 nm) is 
shown in Figure 3.2. A polarizer on the detector side of the dichroic mirror was used to show 
negligible polarization dependence of the dichroic mirror. Excitation light from the Nd:YAG 
laser (532nm) is clearly outside the range of the band pass filter. 
 
Figure 3.2 Band pass range for the dichroic mirror at orthogonal polarization angles. 
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3.4.3 Dispersion Images 
The dispersion images for both LIL and LS gratings with silver (no PMMA), PMMA 
on silver, and PMMA with RhB on silver are shown in Figure 3.3. These give a basis for 
what to expect from the fluorescent studies. 
The bare silver spectra show front and back side peak locations (Figure 3.3A/D). This 
is especially clear for the LIL fabricated grating (Figure 3.3A), where the bright bands 
crosses at around 550 nm are the front side SPR peaks and the dark bands at longer 
wavelengths and at larger angles are the back side peaks. With the deposition of PMMA or 
PMMA with RhB (Figure 3.4B/C/E/F) show that the front side peaks are nearly overlapping 
with the back side peaks, indicated by single bright bands where dark bands appeared on the 
bare silver dispersion images (Figure 3.4A/D). 
It is unknown why the LS grating dispersion images are less symmetric and less clean 
than their LIL counterparts. It is thought that this may be due to differences in the grating 
profiles (LS is more rectangular, whereas LIL are sinusoidal) and subsequent difficulties in 
getting full coverage with evaporation and spin-coating techniques. 
The dispersion images are meant to be a guide to indicate where we expect to see 
enhanced absorption and emission. However, as seen from analysis of fluorescence spectra 
(see Section 3.4.4), the angles of intense transmission on the dispersion images within the 
absorption and emission regime (500-600 nm) do not correlate with the angles of enhanced 
emission as seen by the fluorescence spectra (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.3 Dispersion images of LIL (520 nm – A/B/C) and LS (417 nm – D/E/F) gratings 
with silver (A/D), PMMA spin-coated (B/E), and PMMA with RhB spin coated (C/F).  
 
  
A) 
B) 
C) 
D) 
E) 
F) 
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3.4.4 Fluorescence Spectra 
Figure 3.4 shows polarized emission spectra for the RhB in PMMA spin coated on 
the 520 nm LIL grating. At 0o, fluorescence is collected but there is minimal polarization 
dependance, meaning that SPCE is not a major mechanism for emission increase at this 
angle. However, at 15o, the spectra show polarization dependance enhanced emission, 
indicative of SPCE. While 15o shows SPCE clearly enhanced the emission maximum by 4.2-
fold, all other angles produced minumal polarization dependent emission. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Polarized emission spectra for RhB in PMMA spin coated on the 520 nm LIL 
grating at 0o and 15o. SPCE observed strongly at 15o, with negligable SPCE at 0o. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 shows polarized emission spectra for the RhB in PMMA spin coated on 
the 417 nm LS grating with RhB in PMMA spin coated. At 0o, SPCE is shown to enhance 
fluorescence 2.4-fold. The maximum angle of enhanced emission occurred at 7o with a SPCE 
3.25-fold larger than non coupled emission (s-polarized). An interesting phenomena should 
be noted at 15o, however, showing decreased emission from the SPCE polarization plane. 
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This indicated that SPCE may not only enhance fluorophores at some matching, but also 
quench fluorescence at others. All other angles produced minumal polarization dependent 
emission. 
 
Figure 3.5 Polarized emission spectra for RhB in PMMA spin coated on the 417 nm LS 
grating at 0o, 7o and 15o. Strong SPCE observed at 7o, moderate SPCE observed at 0o, and 
fluorescence quenching observed at 7o. 
 
3.5 Conclusion 
 Variable angle scans were performed through the use of a rotating stage in the path of 
a constant source and collection point (angle of impingement equals angle of collection, with 
reference to normal). For collection of dispersion images, this is the preferred orientation; 
however, varying the angle of both the excitation source and detector with variable 
polarization on either side is preferred for studies interrogating SPR enhanced fluorescence. 
However, a simple study was reported here. 
 This study was able to show polarization dependent emission spectra from a laser 
excited fluorophore. This indicates that the fluoresced light from RhB couples with a 
plasmon mode before being emitted to the detector. This coupled emission (SPCE) is 
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polarization dependent as this is characteristic for surface plasmon modes. Additional to 
showing a maximum enhancement of 4.2-fold, there are indications that grating based SPCE 
may be able to be used for quenching fluorophores at some angles of impingement, thus 
allowing for the turning on and off of a fluorophore by varying the angle of detection from 
the grating. 
 
3.6 Proposed Study 
The preferred experimental design would include additional information as outlined 
in the mock results below: 
The study shown here analyzes both SEA (surface enhanced absorption) and SPCE 
(coupled emission) by using a variable angle impingement and collection system with a 
polarizer and analyzer to polarize the excitation light source and detected light, respectively. 
Variable angle arms allowed for the determination of optimal angle for SEA and SPCE. 
Enhancement of fluorescence due to SEA and SPCE are be confirmed, deconvoluted and 
independently studied through the use of the polarizer and analyzer 
  Both polarizer and analyzer s-polarized with reference to grating should give free 
space emission profile (no MEF - metal enhanced fluorescence) 
 Analyzer set to s-polarization and detector varied from p- to s-polarization will reveal 
effect of SEA 
 Polarizer set to s-polarization and detector varied form p- to s-polarization will reveal 
effect of SPCE 
 Varying both polarizer and analyzer at optimal angles will give cumulative effect of 
both SEA and SPCE 
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